
Everbloom Silver Initial Game Plan

Note: Dreadpetals DO NOT count towards mob count.

Initial Ramp Area
Pull Pack 1 (3+1 mobs)
 Everbloom Mender

 Interrupt Healing Waters
 Interrupt Choking Vines (stuns a player)

 Everbloom Tender
 Interrept Enraged Growth
 Enraged Growth should be able to be Purged, Spellstolen, or Tranquilized.

 Everbloom Berserker
 Patrols nearby, pull him with this group if/when you can.
 Jumps around and does a Blade Storm. Stay out of it.

 Dreadpetal should die to incidental AoE damage.

Pull Pack 2 (2+4 mobs)
 Try to avoid straying too far to the left or right, so we don’t pull extra mobs.
 Everbloom Berserker.

 Jumps around and does a Blade Storm. Stay out of it.
 Everbloom Naturalist

 Interrupt Barrage of Leaves
 Dreadpetals should be AoE’d down.

Upper Ramp to Witherbark
Time to jump up the little ramp.
 Smaller mounts are easier to maneuver up the ramp.
 Once up, be ready to mount up on a multi-seater mount to help others.
 If somebody is up, jump into mount by clicking the green arrow.
 Dismount quickly from multi-seater using red “leave vehicle” arrow to make room

for others.
 Once up the ramp, stay towards the middle to avoid pulling Dreadpetals

Witherbark Boss Room
Patrol (2 mobs)
 Patrols around the outer edge of the room. Be ready to pick it up.
 Everbloom Mender

 Interrupt Healing Waters
 Interrupt Choking Vines (stuns a player)

 Everbloom Naturalist
 Extra Interrupts on Barrage of Leaves

Pull Pack 1 (3 mobs)
 Everbloom Mender

 Interrupt Healing Waters



 Interrupt Choking Vines (stuns a player)
 Everbloom Naturalist x2

 Extra Interrupts on Barrage of Leaves

Pull Pack 2 (3 mobs)
 Everbloom Mender

 Interrupt Healing Waters
 Interrupt Choking Vines (stuns a player)

 Everbloom Naturalist x2
 Extra Interrupts on Barrage of Leaves

Pull Pack 3 (3 mobs)
 Everbloom Mender

 Interrupt Healing Waters
 Interrupt Choking Vines (stuns a player)

 Everbloom Naturalist x2
 Extra Interrupts on Barrage of Leaves

Boss: Witherbark
 DO NOT PRE-POTION
 Casts Parched Gasp

 Requires active mitigation
 Casts Unchecked Growth

 Green arrow on head.
 Leaves briar patch when it catches you
 Form a barrier behind the boss to catch water globules

 Casts Agitated Water
 Blue swirly circle.
 Don’t stand in it. (Just step to the side.)

 Brittle Bark Phase
 Takes double damage
 Save potions/major CDs for this phase. I will use Hero at this point.
 Use slows/stuns on water orbs if you can do it with minimal dps loss. Otherwise,

ignore.

Upper Ramp from Witherbark
We will return via the same ramp we came in.
 Stay towards the middle to avoid pulling Dreadpetals.
 Jump down at the location where we jumped up the little ramp.
 Once you’ve jumped down, stay in the area we’ve cleared to avoid pulling mobs.

Pull Pack 1 (3+4 mobs)
 Everbloom Mender

 Interrupt Healing Waters
 Interrupt Choking Vines (stuns a player)

 Twisted Abomination x2



 One patrols nearby, pull him with this group if/when you can.
 Jumps around and does a frontal cone Triple Attack. Stay out of it.
 Attacks leave DoT Infected Wounds
 Cast knockback Noxious Eruption. Stay out of green swirly zone.
 There is a 3rd Abomination on the right. We do not need to pull it, but be ready to

pick it up in case of accidental pull.
 Dreadpetals should die to AoE.

Pull Pack 2 (4 mobs)
 This pack is inside the little tree house.
 Everbloom Mender

 Interrupt Healing Waters
 Interrupt Choking Vines (stuns a player)

 Everbloom Naturalist x3
 One of these is outside the house. Pull it inside with the others.
 Extra interrupts on Barrage of Leaves

Secret Ramp to Protectors
We will jump out the back of the house through the window.
 Smaller mounts are easier to maneuver up the ramp.
 Once up, stay along the edge of the cliff and jump down to the ramp in front of the

Protectors encounter.
 Try to avoid the green swirly circles and the floating orange orbs.

Boss: The Three Protectors
 We will Death Grip the casters together. Tank them all together as best you can for

maximum AoE/Cleave damage (Dulhu will still jump around/charge).
 Dark Sim on Briar Patch and tank them in it for bonus damage.
 I will get the reflected DoT up as soon as I can.
 Otherwise, priority is Gola, Dulhu, Telu.
 Telu may well die 1st/2nd anyway, because of the Briar Patch DoTs (he’ll have at

least 2 stacks).

Lifewarden Gola
 Make sure you have him targeted/focused for interrupts.
 Casts Revitalizing Waters

 Heals a boss for 35% of maximum hp.
 Interrupt at all costs.

 Casts Rapid Tides
 Removes CDs from target’s abilities
 Extra interrupts on Rapid Tides
 Can be purged or tranquilized (cannot be spellstolen)
 Remove ASAP

 Casts Water Bolt

Dulhu



 Has most health so attack him directly when you can (cleave onto others).
 Casts Rending Charge

 Charges random player and leaves a DoT
 Casts Grasping Vine

 Pulls you toward him (like Death Grip).
 Slash immediately follows

 Casts Slash
 Don’t be stacked up (cleaves)
 Use defensive CD if you can

 Casts Noxious Eruption
 Step out of big green swirly circle

Earthshaper Telu
 Casts Briar Patch

 Can be copied by Dark Sim
 DoT can be reflected by Mirrored Blades (hunter glyph)
 DoT can be reflected by Reflective Grounding Totem (glyph)
 DoTs stack
 Can be interrupted.

 Casts Brambleskin
 Reduces damage taken by 75% for 8 seconds
 Damages attackers by ~40k/attack
 Can be removed by Tranq Shot/Purge (cannot be spellstolen)
 Remove ASAP

 Casts Nature’s Wrath

Secret Ramp from Protectors
We will return via the same ramp we came in.
 Try to avoid the green swirly circles and the floating orange orbs.
 Pull the large spider down the ramp into Xeri’tac’s cave.
 Click the eggs to start the event ASAP (even before the spider dies).

Boss: Xeri’tac
 Adds > Boss
 Opens with trash gauntlet.

 Summons Pale Orcs. Kill them ASAP.
 Do not let them feed on gas clouds.
 Do not let Xeri’tac Consume them.
 I will save Hex for emergencies in case we miss one.

 Summons small spiders. Kill them.
 Spiders leave a gas cloud behind when dead. Don’t stand in it.
 Avoid being caught by any spider that fixates you (look for red eyes above

your head).
 Casts Descend

 Avoid swirly green circle (she comes down and cleaves an area)
 If possible, position Orc adds so that they are struck by Descend



 Casts Gaseous Volley
 Leaves puddles of gas on the ground.
 Don’t stand in them.

 Casts Venomous Sting
 Undispellable DoT
 Interrupt (highest priority)

 Casts Toxic Bolt

Path to the Mage Outpost
We will return via the same ramp we came in.
 Try to avoid the green swirly circles and the floating orange orbs.
 At this point we should need 6 more mob kills to reach our quota.
 We should be able to kill enough mages to reach our kill quota and skip most/all the

rest.
 Mages summon a Spore Image when killed. These do not count towards kill count

and cast only the single-target spell of its spec.

Mage Mobs:
 Putrid Pyromancer

 Casts Dragon’s Breath (aoe cone)
 4s disorient if caught
 Interrupt (highest priority)

 Casts Fireball
 Infested Icecaller

 Casts Frozen Snap (aoe zone)
 Ground effect: 3s stun if caught
 Just step out of ice patch within 2s

 Casts Frostbolt
 Addled Arcanomancer

 Casts Black Hole (aoe zone)
 Sucks players into the Black Hole
 Doesn’t seem to actually do any damage

 Casts Arcane Blast

Boss: Archmage Sol
Hero/All Major Offensive CDs on pull.
Fire Phase:
 Casts Fire Bloom

 Creates fire rings. Jump over them to avoid damage.
 Casts Fireball

 Valid Dark Sim target
 Casts Parasitic Growth

 Allow first 2 to go off, interrupt 3rd.
Frost Phase:
 Casts Frozen Rain

 Void Zone. Don’t be in it.



 Can be reflected by glyphed Grounding Totem
 Casts Frostbolt

 Valid Dark Sim target
 Casts Parasitic Growth

 DO NOT INTERRUPT
Arcane Phase
DO NOT GO THERE.

Portal to Yalnu
 Entering the portal starts the encounter.
 There is a short RP to burn away the vines before you can enter the portal.
 We will take this time as a moment to regroup (buffs/mana, etc.) after Sol.
 Try to avoid pulling any extra mage adds. There are 3 between Sol and the portal.

Boss: Yalnu
Kirin Tor: We will have several friendly mages to help us. They summon large purple
orbs, fire patches, and icy comets to help damage enemies. Tank the adds in these as
much as possible. I will heal them to keep them alive. DPS break them out of
entanglements ASAP.
Normal Phase:
 Cleave and AoE as much as possible. (Adds should die in a timely manner.)
 Casts Font of Life

 Summons many adds.
 Tank them on fire patches for extra damage.

 Casts Colossal Blow
 Massive frontal cone in random direction.
 Don’t be in it. (150-165k damage).
 Use speed boosts (blink, disengage, ghost wolf, etc.) if needed.
 Deals 80k damage to everyone regardless of where they are. Use minor

defensive CD if it won’t harm your dps.
 Casts Entanglement

 Summons vines that damage a target. Kill it ASAP.
Genesis Phase:
 Run around and stomp on flowers before they can bloom.
 Use speed boosts if you can.
 If all flowers are stomped, back on boss for free dps time.


